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1. Inequality and the Great Recession 



GDP and inequality change, 2007–11y g
Euro Area 
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Source: elaboration on Eurostat data. Inequality of the distribution of equivalent 
disposable income among persons (modified OECD scale).
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GDP and inequality change, 2007–11y g
EU and non-EU 
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Source: elaboration on Eurostat data. Inequality of the distribution of equivalent 
disposable income among persons (modified OECD scale). 



Income distribution and macroeconomy:
l l i hia complex relationship

E i th f f i h th• Even in the face of a severe recession, such as the one 
experienced by many EU countries in last years, the link 
between income inequality and GDP dynamics is weak
– difference in how the shocks hit the economies
– difference in the propagation mechanism (e.g. economic 

structure, property rights, institutional setting, …)  , p p y g , g, )
– different mixture of policy responses (see Sutherland and 

co-authors Euromod-based estimates) 



Hyper stylised income distribution

Full employment

Hyper-stylised income distribution
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Nonlinear interactions

H t li d i di t ib ti (Atki d B d li i 2006)

Nonlinear interactions

Hyper-stylised income distribution (Atkinson and Brandolini 2006)
- skilled/unskilled employed
- insured/uninsured unemployed

(1–)s + u(1–u) + bcu(1–2u+cu)
Gini (disposable income)  =  –––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(1 )s + (1 u) + bcu(1–)s + (1–u) + bcu

 = share of unskilled b = ratio of benefit to unskilled wage
s = skill premium c = share of insured unemployedp p y
u = unemployment rate  



2. National inequality trends



Top 1% share (%):p % (%)
U-shape in English speaking countries

Source: Atkinson, Piketty and Saez, Journal of Economic Literature 2010.



Top 1% share (%):p % (%)
L-shape in Middle Europe and Japan

Source: Atkinson, Piketty and Saez, Journal of Economic Literature 2010.



Top 1% share (%):p % (%)
U/L-shape in Nordic and Southern Europe

Source: Atkinson, Piketty and Saez, Journal of Economic Literature 2010.



Inequality of what?Inequality of what?

S d t t t• Survey data vs. tax returns
• Top income shares vs. summary indices

• Income definitions matter
1. Income definition:

– Market: incomes from labour and capital
– Gross: market income plus public income transfers
– Disposable: gross income less taxes and contributionsDisposable: gross income less taxes and contributions 
– Imputed rents, capital gains/losses, in-kind benefits?

2. Reference unit: household, inner family, tax unit, person, …
3. Welfare weighting: households, persons, equivalent persons
4. Equivalence scale: adjustment for size and composition of 

reference unit (economies of scale, needs)reference unit (economies of scale, needs)
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United Kingdom
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France
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Germany
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Long run changes (1)Long-run changes (1) 

N ti l i hi t• National experiences vary: no overarching common story
• Yet, some broad patterns:

– increase of market income inequality somewhat moreincrease of market income inequality somewhat more 
general   common ‘demographic/market forces’?

– general tendency of disposable income inequality to rise 
from lowest levels reached between 1970s and 1990sfrom lowest levels reached between 1970s and 1990s, 
depending on countries  different timing  role of 
institutions and policy (including public redistribution, 
but not only)but not only) 

“... it is misleading to talk of ‘trends’ when describing the 
t l ti f th i di t ib ti It bpostwar evolution of the income distribution. ... It may be 

better for a number of countries to think in terms of ‘episodes’ 
when inequality fell or increased.”

Atkinson Economic Journal 1997Atkinson, Economic Journal 1997



Long run changes (2)Long-run changes (2)

N i l ( d i d t i li ti kill bi d• No single cause (e.g. de-industrialization, skill-biased 
technological progress, or globalization) can give a whole 
account of changes in income distributions

• Income distribution is the result of multiple factors which 
sometimes balance out, sometimes reinforce each other

• There is a role for policy to counteract ‘exogenous’ 
demographic and market forces



3. Inequality and growth



Does inequality affect growth? (1)Does inequality affect growth? (1)

F hi bl t i i th l 1990• Fashionable topic in the early 1990s

• Theory: different channels whereby inequality may influence 
growth (negatively mostly):growth (negatively, mostly):
– Demand insufficiency (in takeoffs): Murphy, Shleifer & 

Vishny 1989
– Political economy and median voter: Alesina & Rodrik

1994, Persson & Tabellini 1994, Bertola 1993, Perotti
1993, Saint-Paul & Verdier 1993

– Market imperfections and liquidity constraints: Aghion & 
Bolton 1992, Galor & Zeira 1993

– Political instability: Alesina & Perotti 1996Political instability: Alesina & Perotti 1996

• Empirical findings: mixed results
– Mostly negative effects, but also positive effect (ForbesMostly negative effects, but  also positive effect (Forbes 

2000)



Does inequality affect growth? (2)Does inequality affect growth? (2)

A t i l b t fi l i t• A recent revival, but no firm conclusion yet ...
– Ostry, Berg & Tsangarides 2014

“lower net inequality is robustly correlated with faster andlower net inequality is robustly correlated with faster and 
more durable growth, for a given level of redistribution ...
... redistribution appears generally benign in terms of its 
impact on growth; only in extreme cases is there someimpact on growth; only in extreme cases is there some 
evidence that it may have direct negative effects on growth”

– Dollar, Kleineberg & Kraay 2015 , g y
“changes in inequality are on average small, less volatile 
than growth, and uncorrelated with growth”

B hi & S j 2015– Bagchi & Svejnar 2015
“wealth inequality tends to have a negative effect on 
economic growth, income inequality has no or at most a 
weak positive effect on growth”



4. Conclusions



Summing upSumming up

Li k b t i di t ib ti d• Links between income distribution and macroeconomy are 
complex and bidirectional

• Difficult to ascertain empirical patterns• Difficult to ascertain empirical patterns
– Data problems: Discontinuities and missing data (e.g. 

Jenkins 2014 on SWIID); imperfect match between 
theoretical concepts and available statisticstheoretical concepts and available statistics

• Our understanding must rely on multiple tools: stylised 
theoretical models estimation of empirical regularities micro-theoretical models, estimation of empirical regularities, micro
simulations, detailed historical and institutional analysis

• Policies?
– Why do we care about rising inequality?



Thank you for your attention!


